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Hi my name is xxxx xxxxxxx I'm emailing you to ask if you could please investigate my 
wife’s care. I believe you're holding a committee meeting regarding this QEUH Glasgow my 
wife was one of the first patient to go through theatre for carotid artery and she was 
deteriorating from surgery the surgeon discharged her twice against her and family wishes 
also with a controlled drug a bottle of liquid morphine she ended up on life support due to 
brain swelling lungs full of fluids and a heart attack she was seconds away from death due 
to gross negligence and I repeatedly asked for x Ray's or a scan prior to discharge all we 
we're told is there's no need for that so once I got her home from hospital I asked for a 
meeting with the surgeon  and he asked me for a copy of my minutes I agreed if I could 
record every meeting that we have so he agreed I had 3 meetings with the surgeon and 
others the surgeon States that they're we're a SYSTEM FAILURES also plead LIABILITY 
too seven other admissions these are all on AUDIO RECORDINGS I've tried since this 
happened to get a meeting with medical director Jennifer Armstrong and CEO Jane Grant 
but their secretary xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx is not letting me see either of them because of these 
RECORDINGS since this has happened she's lost her job she's sometimes has memory 
loss she now has PTSD it's been a complete nightmare how this surgeon has plead all 
these liabilities and the NHS is letting her down we've got a lawyer and an expert involved 
but it's SHOCKING how she's another VICTIM of this hospital and they won't even meet us 
I've been dealing with XXXXXXX and others to find a solution but NHS is still closings 
ranks. XXXXXXXX raised this in parliamentary Chambers and first minister Nicola sturgeon 
sent me down the wrong path to the healthcare improvement Scotland knowing that they 
couldn't help us we've been too SPSO SLCC NHS and Even the Scottish government has 
let her down we never found out till April 2018 that they even altered and put inaccurate 
information on her MEDICAL RECORDS we're is her HUMAN RIGHTS as even her 
medical records has been breached there's a lot more to this case I would gladly give you a 
RECORDING of this or a meeting with yourself and members I personally think CEO Jane 
Grant and medical director Jennifer Armstrong should not be in this office as they haven't 
even commented on everything else there meant to be safe guarding the public they can't 
even speak on the phone television about these poor babies that's died the media is 
interested in my wife case because there saying they don't think it's an isolated case and 
it's in the PUBLIC INTEREST to hear this case I would appreciate it if you could please 
contact me regarding this as there's a lot more too tell you   
I feel that your investigating should focus on systems failures in theatres as I have audio 
recordings of a top surgeon saying that my wife was seconds from death due to system 
failures in theatres 


